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Abstract. We provide high-resolution datasets of Greenland hydrologic outlets, basins, and streams, and a 1979 through 2017

time series of Greenland liquid water runoff for each outlet. Outlets, basins, and streams are derived from traditional hydrologic

routing algorithms over the surface of a 100 m ArcticDEM digital elevation model (DEM) twice: Once to the ice margin and

once to the coast. We then partition liquid water runoff from both ice and land from two regional climate models (RCMs;

MAR and RACMO) into each basin and at each outlet location. The data include 18903 ice basins and outlets (614 basins5

greater than 10 km2), 30241 land basins and outlets (958 basins greater than 10 km2), major streams in each basin, and daily

runoff water volume flow rate at each outlet from each of two RCMs. We perform a sensitivity study of outlet location change

for every ice sheet location over a range of hydrologic routing assumptions and data sets. Annual runoff from the ice ranges

from ~136 km3 in 1992 to ~785 km3 in 2012. Daily maximum ice runoff from one basin is as large as 4380 m3 s-1. Both ice

runoff magnitude and variability increase over the time series. Land runoff contributes an additional ~35 % to the ice runoff.10

Comparison with 9 basins instrumented with stream gauges shows a range of (dis)agreement from poor to excellent between

our estimated discharge and observations. As part of the journal’s living archive option, and our goal to make an operational

product, all input data, code, and results from this study will be updated as needed (when new input data are available, as new

features are added, or to fix bugs) and made available at doi:10.22008/promice/data/freshwater_runoff/v01 (Mankoff, 2020)

and at http://github.com/mankoff/freshwater.15

1 Introduction

Over the past decades, liquid runoff from Greenland has increased (Mernild and Liston, 2012; Bamber et al., 2018; Trusel et al.,

2018; Perner et al., 2019). When that runoff leaves the ice sheet and enters fjords and coastal seas, it influences a wide range

of physical (Straneo et al., 2011; An et al., 2012; Mortensen et al., 2013; Bendtsen et al., 2015; Cowton et al., 2015; Mankoff

et al., 2016; Fried et al., 2019; Cowton et al., 2019; Beckmann et al., 2019), chemical (Kanna et al., 2018; Balmonte et al.,20

2019), and biological (Kamenos et al., 2012; Kanna et al., 2018; Balmonte et al., 2019) systems (Catania et al., 2019). The

scale of impacts ranges from the ice-ocean boundary to the distal open ocean (Gillard et al., 2016). The influence of freshwater

on multiple domains and disciplines (Catania et al., 2019) is the reason several past studies have estimated runoff at various
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temporal and spatial scales (Mernild et al., 2008, 2009, 2010; Langen et al., 2015; Ahlstrøm et al., 2017; Citterio et al., 2017;

van As et al., 2018; Bamber et al., 2018; Perner et al., 2019; Slater et al., 2019).

Freshwater discharge from Greenland primarily takes three forms: solid ice from calving at marine terminating glaciers,

submarine meltwater at marine terminating glaciers, and liquid runoff from surface melt, condensation, and rainfall. Immedi-

ately upstream from the grounding line, no submarine melting has occurred and that water is still solid ice. A recent paper by5

Mankoff et al. (2019) targets the solid ice discharge budget by estimating solid ice discharge across flux gates 5 km upstream

from all fast-flowing marine terminating glaciers in Greenland. Complementing that paper, this paper targets Greenland’s

point-source liquid water runoff budget by partitioning RCM runoff estimates to all ice margin and coastal outlets. The sum

of this data product and Mankoff et al. (2019) is an estimate of the majority of freshwater (liquid and solid ice) volume flow

rates into Greenland fjords. Those two terms comprise the bulk but not all of freshwater volume - they exclude relatively minor10

contributions from precipitation directly onto the fjord surface, evaporation and condensation, sea ice formation and melt, or

subglacial basal melting. Much work remains to determine which portion of solid ice across a flux gate becomes submarine

melt, and where and when the solid ice, i.e. icebergs, melts in the fjord.

In this data set description we present a Greenland wide product of liquid water runoff time series and a high-resolution

map of hydrologic outlets, basins, and streams. The daily runoff water volume flow rate for the period of 1979 through 201715

are based on runoff from land or ice estimated by two regional climate models (RCMs) and has a 100 m spatial resolution

including outlets, basins, and streams (at the ice margin and coast). In the following description and methods, we document the

inputs, assumptions, methodologies, and results we use to estimate Greenland runoff from 1979 through 2017. This product is

available at doi:10.22008/promice/data/freshwater_runoff/v01 (Mankoff, 2020).

2 Input Data20

The static products (streams, outlets, and basins (Fig. 1)) are derived from an ice-sheet surface DEM, an ice-sheet mask, the

land surface DEM, and an ocean mask. For the surface DEM, we use the ArcticDEM v7 100 m product (Porter et al., 2018).

When using subglacial routing, we use ice thickness from BedMachine v3 (Morlighem et al., 2017b, a). For the ice mask we

use the Programme for Monitoring of the Greenland Ice Sheet (PROMICE) Ice Extent (Citterio and Ahlstrøm, 2013). For the

ocean mask we use the Making Earth System Data Records for Use in Research Environments (MEaSUREs) Greenland Ice25

Mapping Project (GIMP) Land Ice and Ocean Classification Mask, Version 1 (Howat, 2017b; Howat et al., 2014). Satellite

basemap imagery comes from (Howat et al., 2014), specifically the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) MEaSUREs

GIMP data set with ID 0713 (Howat, 2017a).

The time series product (daily runoff) is derived from gridded daily runoff estimates from RCM calculations over the land

and ice areas of Greenland. The daily runoff comes from the Modèle Atmosphérique Régional (MAR; Fettweis et al. (2017),30
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15 km resolution) and the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model (RACMO; Noël et al. (2019), 5.5 km resolution) and runoff,

R, is defined by

R=ME+RA−RT −RF (1)

where ME is melt, RA is rainfall, RT is retention, and RF is refreezing. In RACMO, retention occurs only when there is

firn, not with bare ice, while MAR has a runoff delay for bare ice runoff, but not land runoff. Both RCM results were provided5

regridded to a 1 km resolution using an offline statistical down-scaling technique based on local vertical runoff gradient applied

to the sub-grid topography. MAR simulations were run using version 3.9.6 (Delhasse et al., 2019). RACMO simulations were

run using version 2.3p2 (Noël et al., 2018). Both RCMs use ERA-Interim 6-hour forcing.

3 Methods

Streams are calculated from the hydrologic head elevation, that is the DEM surface for surface routing, or the subglacial10

pressure head elevation for subglacial routing (only performed as part of the uncertainty estimate). Outlets are defined as the

grid cell location where streams terminate at the ice margin or coastal boundary. Each outlet has one upstream basin and each

basin has one outlet. Only major streams are defined, so small basins may have outlets but no streams.

We use the GRASS GIS software package (Neteler et al., 2012; GRASS Development Team, 2018) r.stream.extract

tool configured for multi-flow direction from eight neighbors (MFD-8) to calculate the primary flow direction and outlets at15

the ice edge and coast, and then the r.stream.basins tool to calculate basins and streams upstream from each outlet

(Jasiewicz and Metz, 2011). Basins < 1 km2 are absorbed into their largest neighbor and the associated outlets are dropped.

Finally, for both domains (land and ice) we calculate zonal statistics for each basin and day for the RCM ice and land

runoff. Outlet metadata data includes the BedMachine elevation at the outlet location. When this value is negative, it indicates

submarine (subglacial) discharge.20

3.1 Coverage

Each 100 m2 pixel is classified as ice, land, or fjord. However, the ice boundary (Citterio and Ahlstrøm, 2013), the coast

boundary (Howat, 2017b), and the 1 km2 statistically-downscaled RCM domains do not always agree with each other on the

classification of a given grid cell. A disagreement occurs, for example, when a basin cell is classified as glacier in Citterio

and Ahlstrøm (2013) but the matching RCM cell is land, or vice versa. This disagreement occurs almost everywhere along the25

ice margin because the 1 km resolution RCM boundary and the 100 m mask boundary rarely perfectly align. It also occurs

wherever nunatuks exist, because ice-sheet interior "holes" are filled, otherwise they falsely act as interior drains. The ice

margin is also where the majority of runoff occurs due to the highest temperatures at the lowest ice elevations. Small changes

in masks in these locations can introduce large changes in RCM outputs.
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We adjust the RCM results to the basin using the following method (Fig. 2). Where the surface mask reports ice and a RCM

reports land, the RCM land runoff fraction is discarded (this reduces annual average runoff by ~5 %), and the RCM ice runoff

fraction over this basin is used to compensate for the uncovered basin cells. For example, if an ice basin is only 90 % covered

by ice in an RCM, the runoff is divided by 0.9 to estimate total runoff. Where a basin reports land and the RCM reports ice, the

same method as above is applied, but for land. When a small basin has no RCM cells of the same classification covering any5

part of it, that basin never has any reported runoff. This method means that RCM runoff is not conserved through this work -

RCM inputs to our algorithm do not equal our reported output which are ~3 % higher on an annual average.

Runoff adjustments using this method are underestimated for large basins with large inland high elevation regions with low

runoff, because this method fills in misaligned cells with each days average runoff, but the misalignment (missing runoff) occurs

at the ice sheet edge where maximum runoff occurs. However, given that the basin is large, misalignment is proportionally10

small, and therefore errors are proportionally small. When misalignment is proportionally large (e.g. a basin is only ~1 %

covered by the same RCM classification), that implies a small basin. In the case of a small basin, the covered part must be near

the uncovered part, the infilling method therefore uses spatially nearby data, and there is no underestimate.

At the basin scale, fractional coverage ranges from 0 to 1. Coverage equal to 0 occurs where a basin does not have a MAR

or RACMO cell of the same type (ice or land) over any part of it. Coverage close to 0 occurs where a basin has one grid cell15

(100 m2) overlapped by a MAR or RACMO cell of the same type, but the rest of the basin has no overlap. Coverage equal to 1

occurs where a basin is completely overlapped by MAR or RACMO cells of the same type.

RCM inputs are also scaled by the projection area error between the EPSG:3413 map projection of the RCM and an approx-

imation of the true earth spheroid. This error is up to 8 % for some grid cells, but ranges from - 6 % to + 8 % over Greenland

and the cumulative error for the entire ice sheet is < 8 %.20

4 Product Description

This liquid water runoff product for Greenland contains a static map of Greenland’s hydrological outlets, basins, and streams

and a times-series of runoff from each outlet.

The output data is provided in the following formats: The stream product is provided as a GeoPackage standard GIS product

and a metadata CSV that includes the stream type (start or intermediate segment), network, stream along-flow length, stream25

straight length, sinuosity, source elevation, outlet elevation, and a variety of stream indices such as the Strahler, Horton, Shreve,

Hack, and other parameters (Jasiewicz and Metz, 2011). The outlet product is also provided as a GeoPackage and CSV, each

of which include the outlet ID (linked to the basin ID), the longitude, latitude, EPSG:3413 x and y, and the outlet elevation.

The basin product GeoPackage includes the geospatial region that defines the basin. The metadata CSV includes the basin ID

(linked to the outlet ID), and the area of each basin. The time-series discharge product is provided as annual NetCDF files, four30

per year, one for each domain (ice margin, land coast) and one for each RCM (MAR and RACMO). The NetCDF file contains

an unlimited time dimension, usually containing 365 or 366 days, much of the same metadata as the outlets CSV file, including
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the outlet (a.k.a station) ID, the latitude, longitude, and altitude of the outlet, and a runoff variable with dimensions (station,

time) and units m3 s-1.

5 Results

Results of this work include 1) ice-margin terminating streams, outlets, and basins, 2) coast-terminating streams, outlets, and

basins (this product is a super-set of (1), and includes the upstream ice streams and basins), 3) runoff at the ice-marginal outlets5

from ice runoff and 4) runoff at the coastal outlets from land runoff. Runoff ice products are in duplicate from the MAR and

RACMO RCMs.

Fig. 1 illustrates 18903 ice basins and outlets and 30241 land basins and outlets. Among these ice basins we find 614

greater than 10 km2 and 42 greater than 100 km2, while the land basins have 958 greater than 10 km2 and 47 greater than

100 km2.10

Overall this amounts to 1,807,264 km2 of basin ice cells, of which 1,769,087 km2 are covered by ice in MAR, 37,669 km2

are covered by land, and 479 km2 are covered by fjord. There are 336,497 km2 of basin land cells, of which 306,256 km2 are

covered by land in MAR, 10,569 km2 are covered by ice, and 19,672 km2 are covered by fjord. The total Greenland coverage

of RACMO is similar (Table and data available in Supplemental Online Material).

Our grid cell land classification correction adjusts RCM ice runoff values by ~8 %. As mentioned, the misalignment between15

the ice, land, and ocean masks and the RCM land type results in a total ice sheet runoff ~5 % less than the RCM runoff inputs

when runoff is only accumulated where the RCM ice grid cells align with the basin ice grid cells. However, when our coverage

algorithm is subsequently applied to adjust RCM inputs for regions where basins have ice but the RCMs do not, total ice sheet

runoff is ~3 % more than the RCM inputs. A similar adjustment occurs for RCM land runoff.

Figure 3 shows the time-series product spanning the period from 1979 through 2017, containing 14244 days. Daily runoff20

values range from a minimum of 0 m3 to a maximum of 4380 m-3 on ’2012-08-06’ located on the western part of the ice

sheet south of Sermeq Kujalleq (Jakobshavn Isbræ) (50.68 E, 68.31 N, 203 m a.s.l). Annual runoff has a maximum of 18 km3

from one basin (a similar value as reported by Lewis and Smith (2009)).

Annual average ice runoff has a 1979 through 2017 mean of ~400 ±30 km3 (± 15 %), a 1992 minimum of 136 ± 10 km3

(MAR ice) and 191 ± 14 km3 (RACMO ice), and a 2012 maximum of 785 ± 59 km3 (MAR) and 693 ± 50 km3 (RACMO)25

(Fig. 3). The 1992 low is likely due to the Mt. Pinatubo eruption, and then 2nd lowest runoff year, 1983, due to El Chichón

eruption. The land runoff (MAR only) contributes an additional 35 % to the ice runoff on average, with a range from 18 %

(142 ± 10 km3 during the 2012 high ice-runoff year) to 83 % (112 ± 8 km3 during the 1992 low ice-runoff year).

During the first decade of the time series, ice runoff had a mean of 305 ± 23 km3 (MAR) or 325 ± 24 km3 (RACMO), ranged

from ~200 ± 15 km3 to ~390 ± 30 km3, and had an annual standard deviation of 60 km3. During the last decade of the time30

series, ice runoff had a mean of 531 ± 38 km3 (MAR) or 519 ± 38 km3 (RACMO), ranged from ~370 ± 28 km3 to 785 ± 59

km3, and had an annual standard deviation of 130 km3. From this, it is evident that ice runoff varies widely but increases in

both magnitude and variability over the duration of the time-series.

5
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6 Discussion

6.1 Comparison with previous similar work

Our static products - streams, outlets, and basins - have been previously estimated. Lewis and Smith (2009) identified 293

distinct hydrologic ice basins and provided a data set of ice basins and ice margin outlets. Our work, a decade later, has

significantly more basins and outlets because of the higher resolution of the input data, and additional data products. We5

provide ice basins, ice margin outlets, ice streams with metadata, land basins, coastal outlets, and land streams with metadata.

Lewis and Smith (2009) generated basins from a 5 km DEM, compared to the 100 m DEM used here. Routing with a 5 km

DEM is likely to cause some basins and outlets to drain into an incorrect fjord. When comparing BedMachine v3 (150 m)

and ArcticDEM (100 m) products, land DEM errors or resolution limitations cause some BedMachine basins to drain on the

opposite side of a spit or an isthmus than they appear to in satellite imagery - imagery that is closely matched by the nearby10

flow-path as routed using ArcticDEM.

Our time-series product - runoff, also has existing similar products. The most recent of these is from Bamber et al. (2018)

(Fig. 3) who provide a data product at lower spatial resolution (5 km), lower temporal resolution (monthly), and only coastal

discharge, not coastal basins, nor ice basins, nor ice margin outlets and discharge. However, Bamber et al. (2018) surpasses

our product in that the time-series extends back to 1958, and spatial coverage includes a larger portion of the Arctic including15

Iceland, Svalbard, and Arctic Canada. Furthemore, by providing data at 5 km spatial and monthly temporal resolution, Bamber

et al. (2018) implements the main strategy suggested here to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the data.

6.2 Validation against observations

There are many regional products that estimate a single or a few basins and associated runoff over a range of spatial resolutions

and a range of temporal resolutions and periods. Examples of these include Rennermalm et al. (2012); Lindbäck et al. (2014,20

2015); Ahlstrøm et al. (2017); van As et al. (2017, 2018) and others. Many of these regional studies focus on the oft-studied

south-west sector of Greenland that includes the Russell and Leverett glaciers and the Watson River. Here we compare our

results to all observations that we have been able to find that are publicly accessible, or willing to become open and publicly

accessible as part of this work. These comparisons include (1) Watson River discharge from van As et al. (2018), (2) Greenland

Ecosystem Monitoring Programme (GEM) data for six basins around Zackenberg, Disko Island, and Nuuk, and (3) Runoff25

from a small basin near Qaanaaq, in Northwest Greenland.

6.2.1 Watson River

We compare the observed Watson River discharge from van As et al. (2018) to the runoff from the nearest outlet in this work.

We note that runoff from this work matches for low runoff (< 500 m3 s-1, 93 % of all runoff days), but is only approximately

half of the van As et al. (2018) runoff for high runoff (Fig. 4). This difference may be due to either errors in the basin delineation30

used in this study, errors in the stage-discharge relationship used by van As et al. (2018), errors in the RCM runoff estimates, or

6
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a combination of the above three. All three of these error sources increase with high melt or runoff; Basin delineation becomes

less certain with distance from the ice sheet margin. The river stage-discharge conversion becomes less certain at high stage

levels. Runoff calculations from a snow surface are more uncertain than from an ice surface, because of e.g. snow density,

subsurface refreezing, and surface darkening.

Our basin is smaller than the basin used in van As et al. (2018) and similar to Mernild et al. (2018) who attributed the5

difference between their modeled outflow and observations from van As et al. (2017) to their decision to use surface rather

than subglacial routing, and applied a correction term. We find that our basin does not include ice to the south of itself that

is included in van As et al. (2018). When we manually add the two large ice basins to the south of the Watson River basin,

runoff estimates agree (Fig. 4 right panel), suggesting basin delineation, not stage-discharge or RCM may be the primary cause

for this disagreement. We are able to recreate the van As et al. (2018) basin (introduced in Lindbäck et al. (2015)) but only10

when using the Lindbäck et al. (2014) bed and the Bamber et al. (2013) surface. When using only one or zero of those and any

combination of BedMachine v2 (Morlighem et al., 2014), BedMachine v3, or ArcticDEM surface elevations and BedMachine

v2 or v3 bed elevations, we are unable to match the Lindbäck et al. (2015) basin. Instead all our basins resemble those shown

in Fig 5.

6.2.2 GEM Basin Outlets15

Six basins from the GEM project have a time-series of runoff (Langley, 2020), and comparisons between our basin-partitioned

RCM runoff and observations show better agreement than for the Watson River basin(s). We note that these basins are sig-

nificantly smaller than the Watson River basin, but because the basin is primarily defined by a land surface rather than an ice

basin, basin delineation is more accurate. Therefore disagreement here between GEM observation and our product is likely

attributable to errors in the RCM runoff, not the basin delineation.20

Of the six basins with GEM runoff, the two largest (Zackenberg (Fig. 7) and Røde Elv (Fig. 8)) show most ice basins are

overlapped by MAR and RACMO ice cells, although two ice basins are not covered by RCM ice cells in the Zackenberg basin,

and a without an ice basin does have RCM ice cells in the Røde Elv basin. The four smallest GEM basins (Fig. 9) have only

one MAR and RACMO ice cell over an ice basin, several ice basins with no simulated runoff, and several MAR and RACMO

ice cells with no co-located ice basin. The discussion of how these (mis)alignments are treated is in Sec. 3.1.25

We show both daily time-series (Fig. 10) and 10-day smoothed scatter-plot (Fig. 11) of the six GEM basin runoff observations

and estimates. We use only MAR as the comparison here because the MAR product includes land and ice runoff, while

RACMO only includes ice runoff. The daily time series, limited to 2017 because that is the only year of Røde Elv data, shows

an agreement in both magnitude and variability between the MAR and GEM runoff products. However, all basins except

Zackenberg show a MAR step-change decrease between day 168 and 169, after which variability continues to match (e.g.30

modeled vs. observed day-long precipitation events roughly align) but magnitude does not agree as well as prior to day 169.

The scatter plot has a 10-day smooth applied as in van As et al. (2017), and shows all available days of data not just 2017.

Color represents day of year, and similar to Fig. 10 shows that the MAR runoff slightly overestimates the GEM observations

early in the year, and slightly underestimates the observations late in the year.
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This seasonal disagreement is apparent as a step-change in all years, but not always on day 169 (18 June for non-leap-years).

However, sometime in June of all years where GEM data and MAR data exist and in five of six basins (excluding Zackenberg),

a step-decrease in MAR produces an underestimate of runoff relative to observations. The cause for this disagreement is not

yet known.

6.2.3 Qaanaaq Glacier Outlet5

We validate our basins and runoff against one additional observation and highlight that in some locations strong agreement

exists but may or may not exist for the right or wrong reason. A small basin near Qaanaaq has been instrumented for the past

several summers (Sugiyama et al., 2014; Tsutaki et al., 2017; Kondo and Sugiyama, 2020), with overlap in August 2017.

From Fig. 12, the Qaanaaq glacier outline is closely matched by the ice basin product generated here. However, only one

nearby MAR ice cell covers 4 of the 1075 basin grid cells. Even so, that single MAR cell combined with our coverage algorithm10

(Sec. 3.1) generates very good agreement between MAR runoff and observations (Fig. 13). MAR runoff relative to observations

ranges from 20 % under (last day of time series) to 140 % over (28 July). When excluding 27 and 28 July where MAR runoff

increases prior to observations, maximum overestimate is 50 % on 31 July. The total summed difference between MAR and

observations over the course of this time-series is 12 %.

RACMO ice cells cover almost the entire ice basin, yet RACMO runoff does not agree as well with observations as MAR15

runoff. The comparison here is among observations from a stream, MAR ice and land, and RACMO ice only. Land area is not

included in the RACMO product, but excluding it here is not likely to be the reason for the disagreement given a) the relatively

small portion of the catchment that is land and b) the magnitude of the MAR-estimated land runoff. Regardless, here RACMO

does not capture the 5-fold increase seen in both the MAR and observations. The total summed difference between RACMO

and observations over the course of this time-series is 43 %. This (dis)agreement among MAR, RACMO, and the observations20

highlights the uncertainty in the results presented here.

6.2.4 Leverett Glacier Outlet

Leverett glacier runoff from 2009 through 2012 (Figs. 14 and 15) show a range of agreements and disagreements relative to

observations (Tedstone et al., 2017; Hawkings et al., 2015). In 2009 and 2010, early season magnitude and variability matches

(MAR better than RACMO), but there is more runoff in the models than the observations in July and August when large25

runoff occurs. All of 2011 is overestimated by the model, except a late August melt spike showing good agreement, albeit a

slight lag between the model signals and the observations. The high runoff 2012 year shows better agreement between models

and observations than the previous three years. In all cases, RACMO has significantly higher variability than MAR and the

observations.
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6.2.5 Other Proxy Observations

We are unaware of any additional stream gauge observations with open data that support comparison. However, a range of

indirect and proxy observations exist, such as Mankoff et al. (2016) and Stevens et al. (2016) who find good agreement between

runoff estimates using the same basin delineation theory as used here, observations of fjord salinity, and a plume model driving

submarine glacier terminus melt.5

6.3 Uncertainty

Uncertainty from RCM inputs and observations are considered external to this work, although they are still discussed below.

In this work, we introduce one new source uncertainty - the routing model, which exhibits in two different ways: Spatial (basin

delineation) and temporal (runoff delay).

We do not address the temporal uncertainty quantitatively or numerically in this work - only in discussion throughout the10

document and in the Mitigation section. Spatial uncertainty is a product of both the input data (the BedMachine bed) and the

subglacial routing assumptions (the k value in Equation 2). Estimating these uncertainties may or may not lead to different

estimates of runoff - for example, two drastically different drainage basins from different k-values may have similar estimates

of runoff. The inverse is less common - it is not likely to have drastically different outlet runoff estimates from basins with only

small changes, because large volumes of runoff usually come from large areas.15

6.3.1 Basin uncertainty and surface vs. subglacial routing

The basins presented here are static approximations based on 100 m resolution surface DEM of a dynamic system. It is difficult

to quantify the uncertainty of the assumptions used here, but we discuss the known uncertainties, ranging from least uncertain

to most uncertain.

Basins comprised of only land are likely to be more precise and accurate than ice basins, because land is better resolved, has20

larger surface slopes, has negligible sub-surface flow, and is less dynamic than ice. Even if basins and outlets seem visually

correct from the 100 m product, the basin outline still has uncertainty on the order of hundreds of meters and will therefore

include many minor errors and non-physical properties, such as drainage basin boundaries bisecting lakes.

Basins delineated using the ice surface are likely to be more precise than basins using static subglacial theory, because the ice

surface elevation has smaller errors than the bed elevation. However, even if more precise, they may be less accurate, because25

most water routes subglacially. Finally, the precision and accuracy differences increase when one considers that subglacial

routing is highly dynamic on timescales from minutes to seasons (e.g. Werder et al. (2013)). This dynamic system may intro-

duce large spatial changes in outflow location (water or basin "piracy", Ahlstrøm et al. (2002); Lindbäck et al. (2015); Chu et al.

(2016)), but recent work by Stevens et al. (2018) suggests basins switching outlet locations may not be as common as earlier

work suggests, and our sensitivity analysis (Fig. 6 and Appendix) suggests that for source locations where the majority of30

runoff occurs, outlet location change by less than 10 km under different routing assumptions and data sets. Subglacial routing

also increases opportunities for subglacial storage (Rennermalm et al., 2013; Livingston et al., 2013).
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We note that the ice surface is responsible for ~90 % of the subglacial routing assuming equal gradients at the ice surface

and base. If basal features are ~10x the size of surface features, then the ice surface is effectively responsible for ~50 % of

subglacial routing.

Finally, subglacial routing introduces hydraulic jumps because the BedMachine bed and thickness products, the Citterio and

Ahlstrøm (2013) ice and land mask, and the ArcticDEM ice surface are not all perfectly aligned.5

Given all of the above considerations, we opted for surface routing rather than subglacial (similar to Ahlstrøm et al. (2017)

and Mernild et al. (2018)). However, we compare surface and subglacial basins (even with hydraulic jumps), and the influence

of those basins on the final outflow location, across a variety of products, where we quantify for every grid cell how far the

eventual outlet for that grid cell moves under different basin delineation schemes.

When routing subglacially, we define the head h as10

h= zb + k
ρi

ρw
(zs− zb), (2)

where h is the hydraulic head at each location, zb the ice-free land surface and basal topography, k the flotation fraction, ρi

the density of ice (917 kg m-3), ρw the density of water (1000 kg m-3), and zs the land surface for both ice free and ice covered

surfaces. Equation 2 comes from Shreve (1972) where they define the hydropotential (units Pa), but here is divided by gravity

g times the density of water ρw to convert the units from units Pa to m. Equation 2 makes the assumption that when ice is15

present (zs 6= zb) all water routes subglacially. When k is equal to ρw/ρi ≈ 1.0905, then Eq. 2 simplifies to h= zs.

Fig. 6, comparing ArcticDEM surface routing vs. BedMachine surface routing, shows that part of one basin shifts its coastal

outlet by 30 to < 100 km, a few smaller portions of basins shift their outlets by 10 to < 30 km, Sermeq Kujalleq (Jakobshavn

Isbræ) by 3 to < 10 km, and the majority by < 1 km. A range of additional routing scheme and input data set comparisons are

shown in the Appendix.20

Finally, even when we perform surface routing for basin delineation, we provide the BedMachine elevation of each outlet.

Outlet elevations less than 0 indicate marine terminating subglacial outlets. However, even though this method provides an

estimate of the initial subglacial discharge depth, much work remains to determine the effective depth of subglacial discharge,

where effective depth is defined as the neutrally buoyant isopycnal that the subglacial discharge rapidly reaches once it enters

the fjord (c.f. Mankoff et al. (2016)).25

6.3.2 RCM uncertainty

In addition to the basin delineation issues discussed above, the runoff product from the RCMs also introduces uncertainty

into the product generated here. The RCM input products do not provide formal time- or space-varying error estimates, but

of course do contain errors because they do not precisely nor accurately capture reality. RCM uncertainty is assigned a fixed

value of 15 %.30
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The primary RCM issues include 1) general calibration error, 2) treatment of the time delay for runoff, and 3) low resolution

in the spatial grid (sub-grid processes are not captured sufficiently and are often parameterized to agree with limited available

observations e.g. density of fresh snow).

The first issue is highlighted above where we compare our runoff to observations, and see for example annually repeating

step-changes in RCM runoff that do not match observations.5

For the second issue, the RCMs do calculate refreezing in snow and firn, and the RACMO runoff equation does include a

retention term, but retention only occurs when there is firn cover. MAR includes a time delay of up to 10 days that is primarily

a function of surface slope (Zuo and Oerlemans, 1996; Yang et al., 2019). Neither model includes the subglacial system and

runoff is assumed to immediately leave the ice sheet surface. Properly addressing time delays with runoff requires addressing

storage and release of water across a variety of timescales in a variety of media: firn (e.g. Munneke et al. (2014); Vandecrux10

et al. (2019)), supraglacial streams and lakes (e.g. Zuo and Oerlemans (1996); Smith et al. (2015); Yang et al. (2019)), the

subglacial system (e.g. Rennermalm et al. (2013)) and a variety of other physical processes that are not within the scope of

SMB modeling. Runoff delay can be implemented outside the RCMs (e.g. Liston and Mernild (2012); Mernild et al. (2018)),

but for this version of the product we present instantaneous runoff and downstream users can apply temporal lags if needed.

The third issue is a current limitation of the RCMs that will be improved as future versions increase resolution.15

6.3.3 Observational Uncertainty

When comparing against observations, additional uncertainty is introduced because the stage-discharge relationship is neither

completely precise or accurate. We use published observation uncertainty when it exists.

6.3.4 Mitigating Uncertainties

Traditional uncertainty propagation is further complicated because it is not clear to what extent the three uncertainties (obser-20

vational, RCM, and routing model) should be treated as independent from each other - all three uncertainties are likely to show

some correlation with elevation, slope, air temperature, or other shared physical processes.

Many of the uncertainties discussed here can be mitigated by increasing the signal to noise ratio of the product provided

here. Because we provide a high spatial and temporal resolution product, this is equivalent to a large number of signals, each of

which has some uncertainty (noise). Averaging results spatially or temporally, if possible for a downstream use of this product,25

will increase the signal to noise ratio and reduce uncertainty.

For example, because we provide basins for the entire ice sheet, total runoff is not subject to basin uncertainty. Any error in

the delineation of one basin must necessarily be corrected by the inclusion (if underestimate) or exclusion (if overestimate) of

a neighboring basin, although neighboring basins may introduce their own errors. Therefore, summing basins reduces the error

introduced by basin outline uncertainty, and should be done if a downstream product does not need an estimate of runoff from30

a single outlet. This feature is built-in to coastal outlet discharge which is not as sensitive to our routing algorithm as ice margin

outlet discharge because most coast outlets include a range of upstream ice margin outlets (e.g. Figs. B1 vs. B5 in Appendix).
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Conversely, at the ice margin, outlet location and discharge volume is more uncertain. However, most runoff is generated near

the ice margin and as runoff approaches the margin, there is less opportunity for it to switch basins.

Temporally, errors introduced by this study’s assumption of instantaneous runoff can be reduced by summing or averaging

runoff over larger time periods. Although a given volume of water may remain in storage long term, the assumption of steady

state storage means that long-term storage shown by, for example, dye trace studies, can be ignored - the volume with the dye5

may be stored, but a similar volume should be discharged in its place.

6.4 Other sources of freshwater

The liquid water runoff product provided here is only one source of freshwater that leaves the ice sheet and affects fjords and

coastal seas. The other primary freshwater source is iceberg calving and submarine melt at the ice/ocean boundary of marine

terminating glaciers. A companion to the liquid water runoff product introduced here is provided by Mankoff et al. (2019),10

which estimates solid ice volume flow rates across gates near marine terminating glaciers. That ice downstream enters fjords

as either calving icebergs or liquid water from submarine melting.

Both this product and Mankoff et al. (2019) provide liquid or solid freshwater volume flow rates at outlets (this product,

which includes elevation of discharge, equal to depth when negative) or grounding lines (Mankoff et al., 2019), but actual

freshwater into a fjord occurs at a more complicated range of locations. Solid ice melts throughout the fjord and beyond (e.g.15

Enderlin et al. (2016); Moon et al. (2017)), and the freshwater discharge presented here may enter at a depth, but rapidly rises

up the ice front and eventually flows into the fjord at some isopycnal (Mankoff et al., 2016). The eventual downstream location

of the fresh water is not addressed in this work.

Freshwater inputs directly to the water surface are also not included in this product. The flux (per square meter) to the water

surface should be similar to the flux to the non-ice-covered land surface - assuming the orographic effects on precipitation20

produce similar fluxes to the near-land water surface. The land runoff volume accounts for ~35 % of the total runoff volume

presented in this work (Fig. 3), so the freshwater input (i.e. precipitation) directly to the fjord surface may be of similar

magnitude.

Finally, basal melt from 1) geothermal heating (e.g. Fahnestock et al. (2001)) 2) frictional heating (e.g. Echelmeyer and

Harrison (1990)) and 3) viscous heat dissipation from all previous freshwater sources (c.f. Mankoff and Tulaczyk (2017))25

contributes up to 10 % additional runoff to the surface melt. Geothermal and frictional heating are approximately steady state

and contribute freshwater throughout the winter months.

Importantly, ice sheet runoff may not be the majority source of freshwater into some fjords, even though it is traditionally

considered the majority, or even only, source of freshwater. The combination of land runoff, freshwater inputs (snow and rain)

directly onto the near-land fjord surface, and basal runoff, suggests that GIS-wide ice sheet surface runoff may account for <30

50 % of total freshwater input. The percent contribution of ice sheet surface runoff to total freshwater input is likely to vary

widely depending on the area considered for the downstream fjord, the upstream basin, and the dates and time-span of the

estimates.
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7 Data and Code Availability

This work in its entirety is available at doi:10.22008/promice/data/freshwater_runoff/v01 (Mankoff, 2020) where it will be

updated over time.

A website for post-publication updates is available at https://github.com/mankoff/freshwater where we document ongoing

changes to this work and use the GitHub Issues feature to collect suggested improvements, document those improvements as5

they are implemented, document problems that made it through review, and mention related works not cited here, perhaps due

to temporal directionality (Zeh, 2007). This version of the document is generated with git commit version 6fafea6 .

Runoff can only change in the future - the true past runoff is fixed - yet different estimates exist of past runoff (e.g. van As

et al. (2018); Bamber et al. (2018), and this work). These differences must be caused by different methods or different inputs to

the methods. By fully documenting the inputs, methods, and results we use to estimate runoff, this work supports attribution of10

result differences between different estimates. Both data and code are needed to support reproducibility, which is needed to both

quantify and attribute differences. That is, future estimates of past runoff can and should both quantify and attribute differences

due to changes in input data and the same methods (RCM inputs or the surface or subglacial digital elevation models (DEMs)

used for routing), differences due to changes in hydrological routing algorithms using the same data, or combinations of the

two. Quantification and attribution of these differences in needed to move the community from broadly comparable process15

studies to operational products that better support downstream research goals.

8 Conclusions

Our new outlet, basin, stream, and liquid water discharge data provide a high spatial (100 m) and temporal (1 day) resolution

estimate of freshwater fluxes into Greenland fjords and coastal seas for the entire ice-sheet area from 1979 through 2017. We

find an annual average Greenland runoff of 400 ± 30 km3 ranging from 136 ± 10 km3 in 1992 to 785 ± 59 km3 in 2012, and20

displaying and overall increase in both magnitude and variability.

Because of the high spatial and temporal resolution, quality issues exist at basin and daily scale that do not exist when

working over larger areas or times.

This liquid freshwater volumetric flow rate product is complemented by a solid ice discharge product (Mankoff et al., 2019).

Combined, these provide an estimate of the majority of freshwater (total solid ice and liquid) flow rates from the Greenland ice25

sheet into fjords and coastal seas.

This estimate of freshwater flux into Greenland fjords aims to support further studies of the impact of freshwater on ocean

physical, chemical, and biological properties; fjord nutrient, sediment, and ecosystems; and larger societal impacts of freshwa-

ter on the fjord and surrounding environments.
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Figures

Overview

Figure 1. Overview showing ice basins (blue) and land basins (green), and insets of all other figures.
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Coverage

Figure 2. Example of model (MAR) and basin misalignment (MAR ice over basin land, or MAR land over basin ice). See Sec. 3.1.
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Annual Runoff

Figure 3. Top panel: Annual Greenland ice sheet runoff from RACMO and MAR as calculated in this product, and B2018 (Bamber et al.,

2018). Dashed lines show runoff from land. Bottom panel: 1999 ice runoff at daily resolution (this) or monthly for B2018.
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Watson runoff

Figure 4. Comparison for Watson River basin runoff between van As et al. (2018) and this product (this product based on ArcticDEM basin

in Fig. 5). Left panel is runoff from the Watson River basin as defined by ArcticDEM. Right panel is runoff from the Watson River basin plus

the two large basins immediately to the south. MAR includes both ice and land contribution to the outlet while RACMO only includes ice

contribution.
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Watson basins

Figure 5. Watson basins based on different routing assumptions. ArcticDEM basin used for "this work" in Fig. 4.
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Change in Outlet

Figure 6. Change in outlet location between baseline ArcticDEM surface routing and BedMachine v3 surface routing is shown for every grid

cell. Region is zoomed in near Sermeq Kujalleq (Jakobshavn Isbræ). White-and-black contour line shows 2000 m elevation, above which

little runoff occurs.
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GEM Basin

Figure 7. Zackenberg basin for GEM outlet. Note two small glaciers without correstponding MAR or RACMO ice cells. See Fig. 10 for

comparisons between GEM and MAR discharge at this location. Also visible is basin artifact at southern-most portion of basin. Because

basins < 1 km2 are absorbed into their largest neighbor, here small basins clearly outside the basin (south of the coastal mountain range) are

absorbed into the basin. Basemap from Howat et al. (2014); Howat (2017a).
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Figure 8. Røde Elv basin for GEM outlet. See figures 10 and 11 for comparisons between GEM and MAR discharge at this location. Basemap

from Howat et al. (2014); Howat (2017a).
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Figure 9. GEM basins for Kingigtorssuaq, Kobbefjord, Oriartorfik, and Teqinngalip outlets. Note that except for one RCM ice cell, no ice

basins have RCM runoff estimates. Furthermore, at the eastern edge of the image RCM ice cells exist where no ice basin exists (that RCM

runoff is discarded). See figures 10 and 11 for comparisons between GEM and MAR discharge at these location. Basemap from Howat et al.

(2014); Howat (2017a).
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Figure 10. Time series of GEM observed MAR ice and land runoff for basins shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9. Only 2017 shown because that

is the only year where data exists at Røde Elv.
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Figure 11. Scatter plot of 10-day averages of GEM and MAR runoff for basins shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9. Data for all available years at

all stations are shown.
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Qaanaaq

Figure 12. Plan view of Qaanaaq basin. Note that MAR ice cells only cover ~1 % of ice basin, while RACMO ice cells cover ~90 % of ice

basin. See Figure 13 for runoff data from this basin. Basemap from Howat et al. (2014); Howat (2017a).
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Figure 13. Time series of observed and modeled runoff at Qaanaaq basin outlet (see Figure 12). Displayed uncertainty is 9 % for observations

and 15 % for RCMs. Uncertainty only shown for total MAR runoff, not ice or land components.
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Leverett Glacier

Figure 14. Time series of Leverett glacier observed discharge vs. this product.
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Figure 15. Scatter plot of Leverett glacier observed discharge vs. this product.
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Appendix A: Software

This work was performed using only open-source software, primarily GRASS GIS (Neteler et al., 2012) and Python (Van

Rossum and Drake Jr, 1995), in particular the Jupyter (Kluyver et al., 2016), pandas (McKinney, 2010), numpy (Oliphant,

2006), statsmodel (Seabold and Perktold, 2010), x-array (Hoyer and Hamman, 2017), and Matplotlib (Hunter,

2007) packages. The entire work was performed in Emacs (Stallman, 1981) using Org Mode (Schulte et al., 2012). The5

parallel (Tange, 2011) tool was used to speed up processing. We used proj4 (PROJ contributors, 2018) to compute the

errors in the EPSG 3413 projection. All code used in this work is available in the Supplemental Online Material.
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Appendix B: Changing basins with changing routing schemes

Figure B1. Same as Fig. 6 but for all of Greenland not zoomed in.
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Figure B2. Same as Fig. B1, but comparing BedMachine surface with Bedmachine 100 % subglacial pressure.
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Figure B3. Same as Fig. B1, but with 90 % subglacial pressure.
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Figure B4. Same as Fig. B1, but with 80 % subglacial pressure.
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Figure B5. Same as Fig. B1 but comparing ice margin outlet change, not coastal outlet change.
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Figure B6. Same as Fig. B2, but ice margin outlet rather than coastal outlet. Same as Fig B5 but comparing BedMachine surface with

BedMachine 100 % subglacial pressure.
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Figure B7. Same as Fig. B3, but ice margin outlet rather than coastal outlet. Same as Fig B5 but with 90 % subglacial pressure.
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Figure B8. Same as Fig. B4, but ice margin outlet rather than coastal outlet. Same as Fig B5 but with 80 % subglacial pressure.
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